ALL INCLUSIVE PACKAGE 2 NIGHTS/3 DAYS

Day #1

Pick you up at the Airport or border and transfer you to GRANADA NICARAGUA.

MY driver will have a Sign with your Names:

Flight:

Airlines:

Arrival time:

Coming from:

Granada:
Check In at Hotel ALHAMBRA in Granada ( 1 Hour Break to rest in your hotel) and then:

Masaya City:
- Visit to the largest Handicraft market in Central America.

- At the end of the day: "The Night Lava Tour". (Depending on Volcano`s activity and sometimes restrictions at the volcano because of Land slidings)...

Another spectacular activity is to undertake a nocturnal tour. The Masaya Volcano National Park offers this tour every day from 5PM until around 7.30-8PM. The tour starts right before sunset, with a visit to the cross (La Cruz de Bobadilla) overlooking the volcano and the surroundings. Next is the observation of Green Parakeets that come back to the volcano to roost. These birds have somehow adapted to the sulfur smoke from the volcano and actually live within the crater. During the day the birds are out finding food, but around sunset they return to their nests. The birds can often be seen returning to the volcano during the tour, but the arrival time varies every day so the sightings are not guaranteed.

The second attraction is to watch a large number of bats depart massively from their caves, another great natural spectacle! These bats can also be seen in the caves during daytime, but only at night do they leave their home en masse.

Next is a visit to an underground tunnel which was formed by lava streams. Equipped with flashlight and helmet, visitors can enter the tunnel and observe the interesting rock formations. The tour ends with a visit to a viewpoint that provides the possibility to actually look inside the crater mouth of the volcano, observing the red, glowing lava! This crater opening, which was recently formed (at the end of 2006), is located deep down in the crater and can only be seen at night, when the red glow of hot lava lights the surroundings.

- Go Back to "Alhambra Hotel in Granada".

www.macuatours.com
Day #2

Check Out: 7:00 AM

Breakfast

- Boat Tour in Lake Nicaragua around the 357 little islands that were formed during the eruption of the Mombacho Volcano in the XV Century...

- Walking city tour around impressive colonial buildings of the city.

- Visit to Granada’s Cigar factory.
  - Lunch in Rivas City.

At 3:30 p.m., we board a ferry in San Jorge to get to Ometepe, Moyogalpa, the second largest city in Ometepe; a trip that takes only 1 hour and 15 minutes.

As soon as we reach Moyogalpa, we leave for “Villa Paraíso hotel” and check in.

Third and last day in Nicaragua:

Villa Paraíso Hotel Check out: 7:00 am

Leave to The San Ramón waterfall is located at the southern slope of the Maderas Volcano on the island of Ometepe, about 4 kilometers from the small village of San Ramón. The high, natural waterfall can be reached after a nice hike, ascending the forested foot of the impressive volcano.

There are several starting points, but the best access is probably from the Biological Field Station, located at the border of the village of San Ramón. There is a path that leads not only to the San Ramón waterfall, but also to the top of the Maderas Volcano. Nature is in abundance along this trail, and there are many animals that can be seen on the way to the waterfall. Howler monkeys live in this area and are not unlikely to be seen. By being alert and lucky, different types of snakes can also be seen, including boas. Other animals that can be seen include a wide variety of bird species, as well as insects and even bats.

Crystal-clear water flows from the waterfall year-round, and halfway up the trail there is a hydro-electric plant that uses the water pressure to create electricity. Further down, the water is collected to be bottled as pure “Maderas Volcano Water”. The water pipes can be seen along the trail, and the visitors will also pass the hydro-electric plant. In fact, at this point the path splits into two directions: the path to the right leads to the waterfall, the path to the left to the top of the volcano.
It will take 1.5 to 2 hours to reach the waterfall. At the end the path becomes a little steep, but in general the hike is not very tough. There are some great views of the gigantic Lake Nicaragua as well. The temperature and humidity can be quite high, so after reaching the waterfall a little period of relaxation is a nice reward. The waterfall is about 50 meters high.

The width varies with the season – in the raining season the waterfall can be over 10 meters wide. Nevertheless, even during the dry season the San Ramón waterfall is an impressive sight. Although there is no spacious bathing area below the fall, visitors can easily cool off and enjoy the fresh water by simply standing below the waterfall.

Returning to the village takes in general less time than arriving at the waterfall, because now it is mostly a matter of descending instead of ascending.

It is recommended to bring enough water or other drinks (this can also be bought at the Biological Field Station). Sunscreen can also be useful, and of course bathing suits for the ones who plan to cool off below the waterfall.

Continuing our tour, we go to Villa Paraíso (paradise village) Hotel and Restaurant, located in Santo Domingo Beach, to eat lunch. While we wait for the food we can enjoy the sun, the beach and the waters of Lake Nicaragua. After lunch we visit El Ojo de Agua, a 2-meter deep natural pool fed by underground water springs. You can swim and relax here for a while. The tour stops in El Ojo de Agua for approximately 20 minutes.

We leave for the Chico Largo Natural Reserve to visit Laguna Verde (green lake) and Charco Verde Beach. Here you can ride water bicycles, swim, hike through the trails to appreciate the vegetation and see different birds like magpies, golden robins and parakeets; as well as howler monkeys and, with a little luck, white-headed capuchins.

We continue our tour with a visit to El Ceibo Museum. This Museum includes two sections: The Numismatic Museum and the Archeological Museum, the latter contains a collection of nearly 1,000 Pre-Columbian art pieces. Near the museum there is a place where locals organize exhibition cockfights, although these roosters do not get harmed as the owners place small gloves on the birds’ feet. This part of the tour takes approximately 2 hours. You can also do farm activities here like milking cows and making cheese. The rooster fight and the farm activities have an additional cost.

This interesting Museum is the end of our tour of Ometepe and we begin our trip back by boarding the ferry in Moyogalpa at 1 p.m., reaching San Jorge around 2:00 p.m.

*Short stop in SAN JUAN DEL SUR on our way to the border.*

*Back to the Border.*

**NOTE: This is a 2 nights/3 days suggestion, you of course can change or customize your tour according to your interests, if you have any question please feel free to ask me.**

*I will also attach a brochure explaining our “volcano sandboarding tour” make sure you download it and read the info...*
This Tour Includes:

* Transfer from Liberia Airport to Granada Nicaragua  
* Transfer from Nicaragua to Guanacaste CR.    
* One Night at the "Alhambra Hotel"  
* One Night at “Villa Paraiso Hotel” (Eco-Lodge Resort in Ometepe)  
* Ferry tickets  
* Transportation in Ometepe Island  
* Transportation Full time during the Tours  
* Bilingual Tour Guide  
* **Immigration Taxes In and Out of Nicaragua**  
* 1 Breakfast (the 2\(^{nd}\) and 3\(^{rd}\) day)  
* 1 Lunch (The 2\(^{nd}\) and 3\(^{rd}\) Day)  
* Entrance Fees to all of the places to visit.  
* Tours (boat tour in lake Nicaragua, Night Lava Tour, rickshaws tours, etc, tours at Ometepe Island,.)

2 nights and 3 days Tour Fee: Vary depends on how many people in the tour.

This tour Package does not Includes Dinners…